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DP All-Stars are an eclectic blend of Hip-Hop, R&B, Funk and Soul. 6 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hip

Hop, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: DonProductions and DP Entertainment offer up its first single

Superbaby b/w I Got Game off of the upcoming full length LP, The Renaissance (expected early 2003).

The Brooklyn, New York based company's objective is to corner each of urban music's lucrative markets

including the mainstream, pop and underground. The collection hits the listener from just about every

angle, showcasing some of New York's finest talents, all while bringing their own unique flavor to the

urban music market. The debut maxi single, SuperBaby is generating major buzz, along with the releases

other featured singles I Got Game, Summertime and Love/Hate. All have been critically acclaimed and

have been featured as part of the Moby-hosted MTV2's 2002 Area 2 Tour in August. The singles also

appeared at several major radio station events including Power 105.1FM events in New York City. The

songs have received regular rotation and airplay at local NYC radio stations as well as radio stations and

forums in Washington, D.C., Virginia, Atlanta, and South Florida. The artists, Euphon (Mr. Fan  Slim

Pickens) and producer /artist dougsimpson are just two of the acts who run the gamut of music and

musical influences. Traces of Jazz, Classical, Soul and Funk are all evident in the rich, full textures and

sonic motions created by the in-house production team of Reem and DS. The music ranges from

up-tempo dance cuts like SuperBaby and Summertime to mid-tempo, thought-provoking cuts like

Love/Hate to street level cuts like I Got Game. Eras end and epics begin. Talent cannot be overlooked

and DonProductions brings it to the forefront. Whether it's mind-bending, thought provoking themes or if

superficial behavior is more your forte, progress cannot be stopped. Urban renewal is here. The

Renaissance is inevitable.
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